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chapter 1I

small beginnings
r
w

kong
long
long

before the latter day saints founded a genealogical
society a number of church members made extraordinary efforts
to gather family information while these attempts to locate
genealogical records were largely individual the church offered
encouragement and assistance when possible the major impediment to genealogical research in nineteenth century utah was the
inaccessibility of sources the ancestral records of the typical utah
resident were scattered far outside the territory and usually
outside the country in homes institutions archives offices
churches and cemeteries the saints continuing personal and
cooperative search for these records together with an important
doctrinal revelation to president wilford woodruff helped set the
stage for the founding of the genealogical society of utah in 1894

personal genealogical activities
among the saints in utah church leaders often set the
example in the search for family records the brothers orson and
parley RP pratt both apostles were among the first to begin an
organized search for family records in 1853 while serving a mission in washington DC orson pratt responded to a newspaper
advertisement placed by the reverend frederick W chapman
requesting information concerning the descendants of william
pratt of massachusetts chapman provided elder pratt the connecting links between him and his earliest new england forebear
33
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elder pratt later published a pratt family genealogy thereby
becoming the first latter day saint to systematically research and
publish his family history in 1875
1873 he reported that his ancestry
had been traced back eleven generations and that the families of
the pratt brothers had been baptized for about three thousand
of their ancestors
likewise wilford woodruff who became president of the
church in 1889 was an exemplary part time genealogist while
doing missionary work in london in 1840 and again in 1846 he
spent part of his time gathering woodruff genealogy eventually
he gathered hundreds of woodruff names obtained a family coat
of arms and traced his direct ancestry in america to some of the
earliest new england settlers
apostle franklin D richards was one of the most well
known of the nineteenth century genealogists in the church
he served as assistant church historian for many years and
from 1889 until his death in 1899 as church historian and general church recorder in a patriarchal blessing elder richards
was told that he should be involved in work relating to the dead 2
he gathered genealogical records in england and the united
states through letters and personal research on 23 november
1885 he wrote in his journal 1 I find that I1 have 2801 names
of richards and those who had married in connection with
the richards race baptized for and recorded in my family record
book 3 he spent the next three days working on his books and
by 26 november had recorded 3434 names of persons for whom
vicarious baptism had been done 4
ss personal library became the basis
in 1884 elder richardss
richards
Richard
for the first church genealogical library when he agreed to sell it
at cost to the church historians office 5 an avid collector of
books he continued to add to the collection and by 1889 the
library contained over two hundred publications of the new
england historic genealogical society as well as many other valuable genealogical publications 6 known for his extensive work
even outside utah that same year elder richards accepted an invitation to join the new england society
elder richards did much to help other saints he frequently
ordered books for other people and for the temples church members
1
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elder franklin D richards first
president of the genealogical
society 1894 99

often turned to him for advice
on building their own genealogical libraries 7
on 23 may 1890 elder
richards and his son charles
started out on a genealogical

excursion a twenty three
day trip that took them to
several eastern states where
they sought out relatives
visited graveyards searched
town records and gathered all the family names they could it was
an effort later emulated by other church members both in that
century and this in pittsfield massachusetts they found a cousin
and spent an enjoyable evening with her family they found the
graves of several family members including that of elder rich
ardas great grandmother they ended their eastern tour in philaardss
delphia where they copied many names from the city directory
upon returning to utah elder richards wrote in his journal
thanks and praise to god for the information that 1I was enabled
to obtain
of men whom 1I never saw before concerning our
dead that 1I may prepare a proper record of my work such as will
be acceptable when the dead shall be judged out of the books that
shall have been written 8
church members in the territory of utah used various
other means of gathering information they corresponded with
members elsewhere on genealogical matters those who left on
proselyting missions were often pressed into research service
by relatives and friends presumably the missionaries helped
when they could although too much time spent on genealogical work could drastically interfere with missionary labors
in one case elder franklin D richards received a letter from a
woman who wanted a list of all missionaries going to europe so
118
138
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she could ask them to help with her genealogies this of course
was inappropriate but elder richards suggested that she write
the president of the british mission in liverpool providing the
names of her parents and the parish and shire where they and
their ancestors had lived the mission president would then ask
the elder in that area to visit the parish clerk to see if the appropriate records were there and to find out how much it would
cost to have them copied elder richards astutely commented
that they should not tell the parish clerk that the information was
for temple work the religious purpose might antagonize him
but since other people were doing genealogy simply for family
interest this approach would be more likely to persuade him to
furnish the material at a reasonable cost 9
one missionary benjamin E cummings provided an unusual
amount of help he went on two missions within the united
states one from 1876 to 1877 and another in 1878 during his first
mission he interspersed his missionary work with genealogical
work for other people before his second he was specifically
assigned by orson pratt and others to search records and gather
genealogies 10 charles C rich of the council of the twelve publicly recognized the work of cummings in 1878 when he told a
paris idaho audience that an opportunity is now offered by
brother cummings by which some of us may obtain our genealogies and we should improve it as much as possible 1I feel happy in
being able to send to the states where many of my ancestors have
lived and died so as to get the names 1I I
cummings devoted the rest of his life to genealogical and
temple work in 1892 he went on an extended tour of the eastern
united states to learn about their record keeping systems his goal
was to develop a kind of national clearinghouse for both genealogical and temple work in an 1893 letter to the first presidency of
the church he proposed to invite all american families to send
him their genealogies he would index them collect published
works and attempt to prevent duplications while facilitating
research he felt he could save work and expense for many
researchers by putting related people in touch with each other he
also wanted to help arrange genealogical material for temple work
and agreed that since this work was sacred he would keep the
1
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cost low and not do it for speculation 12 though given approval
was unable to pursue this project
by the first presidency he wag
before his death in 1899
for church members perhaps the most readily available
source of help for genealogical research in the 1880s and 1890s was
the church historians office particularly through the dedicated
work of elder franklin D richards one of the duties of the
historians office was collecting genealogical information from
missionaries as they came to church headquarters on their way to
their mission fields in addition elder richards provided personal
research assistance to many people who wrote or came to the
office sometimes he charged a nominal fee for the time spent 13
on other occasions he simply gave advice with all his other
responsibilities however he had less and less available time by
14
1893 he was directing some inquiries to benjamin E cummingsjr
cummings
jr
during these early years some church members attempted
to establish their own genealogical organizations scottish
members pioneered this effort in 1879 a notice appeared in the
all
ail
ali
church owned deseret evening news calling for a meeting of an
saints of scottish descent who were interested in a united effort to
promote research david mckenzie of salt lake city and alexander
E
F mcdonald of st george attempted to collect the names of interested people the meeting was to be held in salt lake city during
the october 1879 general conference 15 the results of that meeting
remain unknown but that same year alexander mcdonald was
called to preside over the saints in salt river valley in arizona
while not in a position to actively participate in a utah based
organization mcdonald did not give up on the idea of a united
effort in 1888 he proposed the creation of a genealogical bureau
particularly for the benefit of scottish members of the church his
dream which he soon realized was somewhat unrealistic was ultimately to have all the scottish records copied and the copies
brought to utah 16
on 20 june 1888 john nicholson one of
Mc Donalds collabofmcdonalds
mcdonalds
orators wrote president wilford woodruff about the scottish plan
president woodruff was delighted for he too was concerned that
individual efforts were often costly more cooperative efforts he
believed could save money as well as provide more thorough
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research besides he observed there is danger also of much work
being done twice in the temple for the want of system on the part
1117
17
of those who officiate 7117
president woodruff fully endorsed the plans being formulated by nicholson mcdonald and others 18 the result was the
founding of the latter day saints genealogical bureau with john
nicholson as president and douglas A swan as secretary the
bureaus initial emphasis was to be on scottish research nicholson
and swan along with alexander E mcdonald william budge and
duncan mcallister were also directors the impetus was initially
provided by nicholson and swan the other three directors did
not even reside in salt lake city at the time duncan mcallister for
example was on a mission in england acting as manager of business affairs in the church office at liverpool he must have been
surprised when he received a letter written on 24 september 1888
on latter day saints genealogical bureau letterhead with his
name listed as a director you will see by the enclosed circular
nicholson and swan explained to him that we have used your
name in connection with an enterprise that you will doubtless
deem laudable
when you come home all business will be
open to your inspection please do not object to the use of your
name in so good a cause you were so far off that we could not
reach you in time to consult you 19
nicholson and swan also wrote to george teasdale president
of the european mission asking permission to use john hays a
missionary in the edinburgh district to work for them they
wanted hays to devote part of his time to obtaining genealogical
information from the civil registry office in that city they were
willing to reimburse him for his time thus making his missionary
expenses less burdensome they hastened to assure the mission
money making scheme they intended
president that theirs was no moneymaking
to charge their clients barely sufficient to cover expenses 112020
the founders had ambitious plans for the new bureau they
proposed to establish a permanent agent at the headquarters of
the church in liverpool who would know the location of all
missionaries family research requests would be sent to the missionary nearest the parish designated this missionary tracer
would send his report to the liverpool agent if more information
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might be obtained in another parish the agent would forward the
request to the appropriate missionary the genealogists believed
this plan would save considerable money by eliminating the need
for one person to travel widely around the country 21 the latter
day saints genealogical bureau sent out circulars and advertised
in the press
nicholson and swans ambitious plan was the natural result of
the frustration of many dedicated mormon genealogists who saw
an important work floundering for want of organized cooperative
efforts how long the organization lasted is not clear but by the time
the genealogical society of utah was founded in 1894 the latter
day saints genealogical bureau was not functional
other church members also provided professional help in
genealogical research hiring a professional was usually much less
expensive to individuals and families than an attempt to do the
research on their own in 1892 the services of james B walkley of
london were publicized in the deseret evening news
any of our friends who desire to obtain genealogical information in england can gain it on reasonable terms by engaging the
services of brother james B walkley of 19 burton street euston road
london he has been working at the business with good results for
some time

he can collect

all necessary data concerning persons who
have died from 1837 to date at the rate of 750
7.50
750 per hundred names
or if preferred at twentyfive
twenty five cents per name it costs him about
goo
600
6.00
600 per hundred names and the 1501.50
150 is what he charges per day
for his work for dates previous to 1837 outside of london he
would require traveling expenses we are informed that he is
capable and reliable and those who avail themselves of his aid may
confidently expect to receive satisfaction 22

genealogical missionaries
it was almost inevitable that the mormon custom of calling
missionaries for almost every important project should be adapted
13
to genealogical work 23
the genealogical missionaries seldom if
ever received official calls to be missionaries theirs were self
appointed missions once they decided to go however they were
invited to salt lake city to receive a blessing for their missions
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from a general authority also they were often given missionary
cards which allowed them travel discounts the trip to chicago in
24
6.25
p le would cost the missionary only 625
example
1883 for exam
625
franklin D richardss
ss journal is replete with entries concerning
richards
Richard
blessings he gave to people for genealogical missions 25
armed with missionary zeal missionary cards letters of
appointment and a special blessing from a church authority the
genealogical missionaries set out they visited relatives copied
family bibles and other records and asked an unending stream of
questions regarding their ancestors they visited parish churches
where they spent long hours searching through old registers and
trekked to cemeteries seeking the gravestones of their relatives
many missionaries reported spiritual experiences that gave them
firm assurance that the lord was with them and had miraculously
directed them to their needed sources
the surviving missionary records are incomplete but it is
clear that between 1885 and 1900 at least 178 saints became
genealogical missionaries 26 most were middle aged or elderly men
however some young men and women as well as a few couples
also went A few came from arizona and idaho but most were
from utah the majority went to great britain there was no set
length of service and the time spent varied from a few weeks to
over three years 27
the story of one genealogical missionary illustrates the
nature of their activities john adams wakeham was converted to
mormonism in boston in 1845 and returned to new england as a
i
rm
regular missionary
ssionary in 1882 nine years later at age sixty nine he
returned again this time as a genealogical missionary wakeham
spent about three and one half years on his genealogical mission
most of the time in the vicinity of his ancestral home in new
hampshire on one occasion he walked four miles to the home of
james H neals seeking a relative he had never met to mrs neals
who answered the door he explained in his customary fashion
that he was a relative of the copp family some of whom had
settled in that area and that he was seeking to know more about
his kindred 1 I was directed to you as being the granddaughter of
william H copp he told the woman therefore if you will give
such information as you possess of the history of the family 1I will
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be greatly obliged for fifteen minutes the suspicious woman
interrogated the missionary about his ancestors but finally said that
even though she was alone she would let him in because he had
an honest face she had been attempting to gather genealogy
herself although with limited success
wakeham did not spend all his time doing genealogy at times
he stopped to see old friends sometimes staying long enough
to help them with their work he spent parts of two summers on
the farm of A H wentworth helping with the harvest all his
friends and relatives were kind but he was saddened at the end
of his mission that he had been unable to convert any of them to
the church
one of wakehams
Wake hams most helpful genealogical contacts was
wuie examining hams extensive genealogwule
doctor john R ham while
vule
ical library Wake
hain found the name of edward wakeham his
wakeham
great great grandfather he also learned that one of his great grand
fathers was a native american this information confirmed a family
hain his
make
makeham
wakeham
tradition but it was also particularly significant to Wake
patriarchal blessing had identified him as a literal descendant of the
biblical joseph who was sold into egypt church teachings identified many native americans as descendants of joseph and for
wakeham this genealogical discovery in dr hams library was a
welcome confirmation of a sacred personal blessing 28
most genealogical missions were of relatively short duration
the success of the missionaries varied but in the end their efforts
resulted in many additional family records being brought to utah
as well as in the completion of considerable amounts of vicarious
temple work
281
211

A new revelation

with the dedication of the salt lake temple in april 1893
the church began a new era of temple work because the temple
was located in the major metropolitan center of the church the
potential for temple attendance increased dramatically members
in salt lake city no longer had to travel sixty miles north to logan
or hundreds of miles south to manti or st george to perform
proxy ordinances
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year president wilford woodruff made a pivotal
doctrinal announcement that had an important effect on genealogical work and temple activity at the time of the dedication of the
salt lake temple sealing ordinances were limited to the first
generation beyond the first family member to join the church
husbands and wives were sealed for eternity by the power of the
priesthood and men and women were sealed by proxy to their
parents if their parents were deceased but it was also a custom for
a man and his family to be adopted into the family of a church
official or other prominent priesthood bearer 2 9 the saints apparently believed this action would secure the salvation of their families in a worthy priesthood lineage if their own progenitors did not
accept the gospel in the next life the request for this ordinance
was usually initiated by those wishing to be adopted into a given
bine
fine
line As the requests came church leaders willingly responded
and the adoption ceremony was performed in the temple 30
some members chose to be adopted directly by a church leader
while others were sealed to their natural parents and then had
their parents adopted by a church leader
thus many and perhaps most church members were more
concerned with simply collecting names of ancestors than with
organizing those names into specific family units while proxy
baptisms and endowments were administered for deceased prog
editors as a matter of course it was not incumbent upon the
enitors
sealings
sealings the lack of emphasis on
living to also perform proxy dealings
sea lings reduced the importance of extending family lines beyond
dealings
sealings
one generation
the practice of adoption raised doctrinal questions about the
organization of eternal families 31 president wilford woodruff was
so concerned that he made the issue a matter of special prayer
the result was a new revelation which the president discussed in
depth with the first presidency and the council of the twelve
on 5 and 6 april 1894 32 after obtaining their endorsement he
presented the revelation to the membership of the church during
a general conference address on 14 april
significantly president woodruffs
woodruffe announcement was based
on the doctrine of continuing revelation which held that the
lord would give unto the faithful line upon line precept upon

the next
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precept as they were prepared for new ideas or information
d&c 9812 33 joseph smith president woodruff said accomdac
plished all that god required at his hands but he did not receive
word
all the revelations that belong to this wore
work neither did president
taylor nor has wilford woodruff there will be no end to this
work until it is perfected then after emphasizing how fervently
he and his brethren in the leadership of the church had prayed for
a better understanding president woodruff announced the change
in policy
now what are the feelings of israel they have felt that they
wanted to be adopted to somebody
when I1 went before the
lord to know who 1I should be adopted to we were then being
adopted to prophets and apostles the spirit of god said to me
have you not a father who begot you yes I1 have then why
not honor him why not be adopted to him yes says 1I that is
right I1 was adopted to my father and should have had my father
sealed to his father and so on back and the duty that 1I want every
man who presides over a temple to see performed from this day
henceforth and forever unless the lord almighty commands otherwise is let every man be adopted to his father when a man
receives the endowment adopt him to his father not to wilford
woodruff not to any other man outside the lineage of his father
we want the latter day
that is the will of god to this people
saints from this time to trace their genealogies as far as they can
and to be sealed to their fathers and mothers have children sealed
to their parents and run this chain through as far as you can
get it
this is the will of the lord to his people and I1 think when
31
you come to reflect upon it you will find it to be true 34

at the

conclusion of president woodruffs
woodruffe sermon his first
counselor george Q cannon recognizing that the practice of
adoption had resulted in some haphazard policies so far as family
units were concerned commented on the impact the new policy
would have on genealogical work
there has been a disposition manifested among our people to some
extent for some men and women to gather up all the names of families whether they were related or not and perform ordinances for
them 1I am a believer in this when it does not interfere with the
rights of heirship we should do all we can for those for whom we
have friendship or to whom we are attached in any way and who
have no living representatives that we know of in the church but
you can see the advantage of pursuing now the course that is
pointed
point
ed out by the word of god to us it will make everyone careful
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al

to obtain the connection and to get the names properly of the sons
and daughters of men to have them sealed to their parents it will
draw the line fairly it will define lineage clearly but says one
that may take a long time well we have got a thousand years to
31
do it in we need not be in such a hurry as to create confusion 35

the question of

validity naturally arose in regard to ordinances already performed which had adopted people to someone
other than their natural parents the first presidency and the
twelve ruled that old records would be left standing leaving it to
31
the wisdom of god to deal with the problems of human error 36
A

society Is organized

the

change in the law of adoption was an important step
toward the organization of a genealogical society the new revelation required latter day saints to commit themselves even more
fully to collecting and organizing accurate family records
discussion of a church sponsored genealogical organization
actually had begun at least as early as the administration of church
president john taylor 1880 1887 but nothing was done at the
time 37 in 1893 duncan mcallister previously associated with
importuner the church
the latter day saints genealogical bureau importuned
on this issue on 16 february he wrote president wilford woodruff
decrying the unnecessary expense of individual research he estimated that about fifty people each year went to europe for
genealogical purposes at a cost of about 500 each which meant
an average annual outlay of 25000 this was in addition to the
expenditures of regular missionaries who often spent part of their
time in genealogical research mcallister was concerned that most
of these people were unskilled in research techniques he estimated that one person with ordinary accounting skills could with
occasional help accomplish more than fifty unskilled persons
working in the haphazard manner of many enthusiastic travelers
and at one tenth the cost to prevent such inefficiency he urged
the formation of a church genealogical bureau that would concentrate initially on the british isles where most research trips were
being conducted and then expand the bureau should function
under church auspices he suggested so that the saints would
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have confidence in it and so that duplication in temple work could

be prevented 38
mcallister was only one of several genealogists pressing for a
church sponsored organization that would make record gathering
a more cooperative productive effort and at the same time reduce
the cost to individuals in personal meetings with the first
presidency a number of genealogists urged the need for an organized effort at the same time the external pressures on the
church were easing leaving it with the ability to turn its attention
to other more vital pursuits wilford woodruff an avid genealogist was president of the church and had received an important
revelation related to temple work the time was ripe for the formation of a permanent official genealogical association through
which the church could more effectively support the genealogical
activity important to the work of the temple
at least as early as 27 july 1894 franklin D richards john
jaques and A milton musser were examining versions of a
proposed genealogical library corporation 39 on 1 november
1894 at their regular thursday meeting the first presidency and
council of the twelve approved the articles of incorporation of
the genealogical society of utah they instructed elder richards
to begin organizing the society and they appointed him to
10
become the first president 40
the official organizational meeting
was held in the historians office on 13 november with elder
richards acting as chair also in attendance were other prominent
church historians and genealogists assistant church historians
john jaques A milton musser and andrew jenson james H
anderson a member of the editorial staff of the deseret news
james B walkley who had spent years doing genealogical work in
england and who is credited with writing the first letter to the
leaders of the church urging the organization of a society and
duncan mcallister assistant recorder in the salt lake temple
the articles of association of the genealogical society of utah
announced three types of purposes for the organization benevolent educational and religious the benevolent goal was to be met
by establishing and maintaining a genealogical library for the
benefit of society members and others the educational purpose
was to disseminate information regarding genealogical matters and
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the religious goal was to acquire records of the dead in order
to enable the performance of church ordinances on their behalf
clearly the overriding concern was religious and the articles
provided that the association would be conducted in harmony
with the rules and order of the said church to house the new
society elder richards offered the free use of an upstairs room in
the historians office the offer was accepted with gratitude 41
elder richardss
ss first official act was to telegraph the presirichards
Richard
dents of the logan manti and st george temples informing them
of the new organization and inviting them to become members
the next day he received telegrams from each of them all agreeing to join 42 on 19 november franklin D richards was officially
elected president with john nicholson as vice president and
james H anderson as secretary A milton musser was elected treasurer john jaques was made the librarian and andrew jenson
became a director the following day george reynolds was also
elected a director these seven men constituted the first board of
13
directors of the society 43

1908 at 58 east south temple salt
the location of the genealogical society 1894 1917

old historians office
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november franklin D richards james H anderson
and A milton musser appeared in the salt lake county probate
court and filed the Socie
tys articles of incorporation the filing
societys
16.25
1625 and the certificate of incorporation was issued
cost was 1625
14
the next day 44
the genealogical society of utah was a legal entity
significantly the new society did not focus on helping only
church members membership in the society was open to anyone
of good moral character 45 this decision set the precedent for the
all
ali
ail
work of the genealogical society in providing assistance to an
interested persons a policy the society follows to this day
21

the library
in order to provide research materials for members the society began to build a library collection two days after the society
was organized bishop george taylor of the salt lake fourteenth
ward sent a carpenter to the historians office to construct shelves
on the allotted floor on 22 november president wilford woodruff
ordered the existing library elders Richard
ss personal collection
richardss
richards
of three hundred books previously purchased by the church
to be delivered to the society within a week 46
the collection grew slowly most of the additions coming
from continuing donations by elder richards and a few others elder
richards used a general conference priesthood meeting in 1896 to
urge stake presidents and bishops to visit the library and donate
to it 47 in addition he obtained funds from membership dues and
other fees to purchase books as he became aware of them
elder richards industriously examined book catalogs and solicited donations from church members and other acquaintances
he also recruited missionaries as agents to collect books in 1896
for example george shorter was sent to england elder richards
gave him a certificate identifying him as a member of the genealogical
ea
society of utah as an honorable and trustworthy
gentleman and as one who could do business for the society
shorter was authorized to receive donations of money and books
and potential contributors were reminded that the library was the
only one of its character between the mississippi and the pacific
41
ocean 48
shorter was able eventually to purchase a few books
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for the society as well as to perform other genealogical tasks for
19
elder richards 49
library books were hard to come by the money to purchase
them depended upon membership fees and donations nevertheless
th eless within six years the library had increased its holdings
51 seven years
by 50 percent from 500
later it
300 volumes to 450 50

boasted 800 volumes 51
initially use of the library was restricted to members of the
society but fees were low enough to encourage all serious
2.00
ancestor seekers to join the entrance fee was first set at 200
200
500
though it was later raised to 300
1.00
3.00 and the annual fee was loo
100
300
life membership was set at 12.00
1200 5251 despite these modest rates
the membership grew slowly in 1896 there were twenty annual
and twenty eight lifetime members three years later there were
forty lifetime members 53 after another decade the number had
increased to 173 most of them lifetime memberships
the society soon provided a number of services to its patrons clerical help was available to copy genealogical material

genealogical society library reading room ca 1917 located on the
upper floor of the old historians office shown left to right are genea
logical society staff members nephi anderson lillian cameron joseph
christenson joseph fielding smith and bertha emery
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550
500
members were charged 300
3.50
3.00
350 per day at first though by
300 or 350
1900 they were paying forty or fifty cents per hour As a rule those
not having a society membership paid 50 percent more 54 such
clerical services apparently began in 1895 when a temple worker
was assigned to spend part of his time doing research for library
patrons 55 but soon other clerks began to spend more time at this
work the society also provided genealogical forms designed by a
committee by 1897 the society had printed circulars about its
program and distributed them to the various wards and stakes of
the church 56 it also assisted families in organizing their records for
temple work
the clerks who performed this service were undoubtedly
dedicated people for they apparently received relatively small
compensation for their labors neither the society itself nor the
historians office had the funds to pay them in one case according to elder richards one faithful assistant librarian was doing clerical work without pay until president george Q cannon of the
first presidency of the church authorized him an allowance of
7357
1157
1357
57
2500
orders57
25.00 per month in tithing orders
2500

foreign agents
among the initial aspirations of the founders of the society
was a network of paid genealogical agents outside utah who
would do research for others the society believed that genealogical research could be the most effective and the least expensive if
done by experienced researchers on 15 june 1897 three directors of the society wrote a letter to their colleagues lamenting the
fact that their operations would be limited until the society could
establish agents in different parts of the world this could be done
they said only by having the first presidency designate various
agents to fill the orders of the society george carpenter henry H
kinsman and julius billeter were prime candidates they would
work in london the eastern united states and germany respec51
tively 58
the proposal was apparently approved for the society
soon contacted a few people and asked them to work
henry H kinsman was a missionary in new england at the
time he had thirty one years of business experience before going
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on his mission when he received this new request he replied that
he was unable to do much at the moment as he was responsible
for a new area and several new missionaries during cold weather
however and after he finished his mission he would be happy to
19
cooperate 59
later he accepted the terms offered him by the
society to meet the actual expenses involved in his research
and to give him fair and reasonable compensation for his time and
efforts As a member of the society he agreed to charge only the
lowest rates but since this work would require him to remain in
new england after his mission he asked the society to pay his
10
60
home
by 16 november 1897 terms had been
transportation
agreed upon with both henry kinsman and julius billeter and the
society had its first official field agents 61
to generate work for the newly appointed agents the society
campaign
aign
undertook an advertising camp
aien A notice was published in the
nems
news on 1 may 1898 informing the public that the society
deseretnews
deseret
was ready to receive orders for research through its agents in new
england germany switzerland and scotland the society also
urged that this notice be read by stake presidents and bishops in
public meetings it promised three services 1 it would procure
the names of ancestors as far back as records would permit 2 it
would ascertain the relationship of the clients to these ancestors
and 3 it would arrange the accumulated names in family groups
as far as practicable the prospective client must make an initial
deposit of 10.00
1000 with the society the balance of the cost could
be paid either in installments or when the names were furnished
the following month another advertisement published the names
of competent search agents henry kinsman was already in new
england and would remain there william leggat would work in
edinburgh scotland julius billeter jr would leave that fall for an
assignment in germany and switzerland and in the meantime
would do research in utah for those who were interested 62
the response was not immediate in september there were
still not enough orders to justify the full time employment of a
european agent 63 but at least the society had agents available for
those who were willing to pay how many agents were employed
in these early years is not clear but the activity ofjulius billeter jr
stands out and serves to illustrate their work 64
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an immigrant from switzerland billeter returned to his homeland as a missionary in 1892 this was a turning point in his career
for while in europe he took time to work in the genealogical records of both switzerland and germany his appetite was
whetted and he soon developed a commitment to genealogical
research that would last the rest of his life after his return he
found himself in demand among the swiss and german church
members who needed help in genealogical work he determined
he could be of best service if he went back to switzerland and
operated from there this was the beginning of a career in professional genealogical work that would last until his death in 1957
billeter returned to switzerland armed with numerous letters
of recommendation intended to help him open doors to more
research facilities the society gave him a letter certifying him as
its agent and requesting any reasonable assistance that could be
offered him he also had a letter from the governor of the state of
utah identifying him as reputable and respected citizen of this
state a letter of personal recommendation from utah historian
orson EF whitney and a letter from karl
kann
kani G maeser a german
kari
convert who was serving as general superintendent of schools for

the church
billeter received his pay directly from the society based on
the amount of work accomplished the society billed the client
adding 20 percent to the agents fee in the case of society members and 50 percent in the case of non
nonmembers
members even so the
society believed that its fees were at least 50 percent less than
those of other societies 65 billeter apparently accepted those conditions at first but after a few years he became dissatisfied partly
because he was not receiving his money regularly by 1903
1905 he had
begun to accept work independently of the society and soon he
was working completely on his own
it was probably inevitable that billeter should have a few
disagreements with the society the records suggest he likely had
the same problems that often plagued other professional
researchers some clients became dissatisfied when they did not
receive all the information they thought their money should buy
they did not always understand why the agent could not do more
in the time available to him the agent could explain the situation
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but long distance misunderstanding sometimes led to criticism and
harsh words from both sides in addition agents were sometimes
frustrated when their clients did not make agreed upon payments
the agents work was not just a religious commitment it was also
their livelihood and they could ill afford to do research without
pay yet the society could hardly afford to send additional money
until the client had paid apparently such collection problems
were among those that caused julius billeter discomfort and led
him at times to criticize the policies of the society 66
fuli time agent
nevertheless even after he resigned as a full
julius Bil
billeters
leters important contribution to genealogical work in the
church was well recognized and respected he continued to work
part time for the society and he was recommended by the society
to people who wanted research done his lifes work which he
pursued doggedly over a period of sixty years was to compile
church oriented genealogies he not only collected names for his
clients but also put them in appropriate order for temple work 67

the

society constantly advised inexperienced saints that they
could get their work done more cheaply and efficiently if they would
work through professional agents rather than try to do the research
themselves but it also warned them against hiring researchers who
were untrustworthy or irresponsible great care must be taken in
recording vital data accurately and the saints were told that the
Socie
societys
tys agents would be reliable A typical warning was issued in
1905 in the deseret evening news

the saints here should therefore not entrust that work to irresponsible persons when they cannot attend to it themselves they should
apply to the genealogical society with headquarters at the
in order that they may know that their
historians office
genealogy will be traced correctly and as perfectly as the old

country records permit 68

small beginnings great anticipations

the growth of the

genealogical society of utah during its
early years was modest the library collection grew steadily
membership growth was equally gradual standing at 173 in 1908
sporadic research requests were sufficient to sustain only a handful of research agents in the eastern united states and europe
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yet this humble beginning did not limit the vision of the societys
Socie tys
founders epitomized in 1912 in the words of nephi anderson
in conclusion let me suggest the future of this work 1I see the
records of the dead and their histories gathered from every nation
under heaven to one great central library in zion the largest and
best equipped for its particular work in the world branch libraries
may be established in the nations but in zion will be the records of
last resort and final authority trained genealogists will find
constant work in all nations having unpublished records searching
among the archives for families and family connections then as
temples multiply and the work enlarges to its ultimate proportions
this society or some organization growing out of this society will
have in its care some elaborate but perfect system of exact registration and checking so that the work in the temples may be
conducted without confusion or duplication and so throughout
the years reaching into the millennium of peace this work of salvation will go on until every worthy soul that can be found from
earthly records will have been searched out and officiated for and
then the unseen world will come to our aid the broken links will
be joined the tangled threads will be placed in order and the
win
purposes of god in placing salvation within the reach of all will
have been consummated

we live in a day of small beginnings as far as this is concerned
we are still pioneers we are but helping to lay the foundation of the
marvelous work and a wonder that is about to come forth among
the children of men 69

NOTES
brigham young and others journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F
D richards 185586
1855 86 16300
among the latter day saints a patriarchal blessing is a special blessing
given by an ordained patriarch it is intended to give direction in the lives of the
faithful it also indicates ones lineage receiving more than one such blessing
officially is uncommon though in the early days the practice was more loosely
letter books
regulated franklin D richards
ss several blessings are recorded in his letterbooks
richardss
Richard
the blessing of 11 april 1859 told him you shall minister for many who shall be
heirs of salvation even many who have gone before you behind the veil on 19
july 1875 he was told much of your labor shall be devoted to the redemption
co
of your dead your family also shall assist you and cooperate
operate with you in your
labors the blessing of 7 october 1883 said thou shalt do a great work in the
letterbook richards
earth both for the living and the dead franklin D richards letterbook
family collection archives division historical department the church ofjesus
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bathers
hearts turned to the fathers
fathers

christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives
see also william J mortimer patriarchal blessings encyclopedia of mormon31066 67
ism ed daniel H ludlow 5 vols new york macmillan 1992 3106667
EAI
hereafter cited as EM
eaf
3franklin
bfranklin
franklin D richards journal 23 november 1885 richards family collecLDS
tion IDS
ils church archives
richards journal 26 november 1885
5richards
chards journal 16 april and 4 june 1884 richards family collection
chadds
LDS church archives at the time elder richards calculated the value of his
library to be 52789
527.89
52789
the new england genealogical society publications included the quarterly journal that had been published since 1846 other valuable works included
a file of the new york genealogical and biographical
biograpbical record published quarterly since 1850 franklin D richards to W cabell truman 19 december 1889
richards letterbook
letterbook richards family collection LDS church archives
7his
is journal included many entries suggesting this for example 4 june
chis
1884 he ordered two books for the logan temple one a pronouncing gazetteer
and the other a world geography 14 april 1885 he placed an order for forty one
volumes of genealogical works to send to the logan temple to aid the saints in
the area 27 june 1888 he corresponded with the manti temple president about
genealogical books and records for the manu
mantl
manti
mand temple association 22 august
1888 he sent 192 volumes of genealogical works to the manti temple association
but on 29 august 1893 the first presidency and council of the twelve decided
to transfer the manti temples genealogical library to the salt lake temple for
there it would be accessible to more of the saints generally see also franklin
D richards to J D T mcallister 29 august 1893 richards letterbook
letterbook the
journal entry of 23 november 1893 indicates that he was supplying lists of available genealogical works to many saints in the territory of utah
richards
chards journal 15 june 1890
chadds
frankiln
frankiin
franklin D richards to mrs maria newman 19 may 1893 richards letter
book richards family collection LDS church archives
benjamin F cummings to the first presidency 8 march 1893
genealogical society correspondence family history department of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints hereafter cited as FHD
journal of discourses 19255
cummings to the first presidency
13for
1000 from
for example he noted on 25 october 1884 that he received 10.00
george B spencer for genealogy labor richards journal richards family
collection LDS
IDS
los church archives his journal contains many references to people
ios
coming in for help and advice in this period
franklin D richards to the cragin brothers 13 december 1893 richards
letterbook richards family collection LDS church archives
deseret evening news 2 july 1879
16beseret
deseret evening news 12 september 1888
ilford woodruff to john nicholson 22 june 1888 first presidency
liford
IDS
letterbooks
letterbooks LDS
los church archives
ios
18
woodruff to nicholson
19john
john nicholson and douglas A swan to duncan mcallister 24 september
1888 duncan M mcauister
mcallister papers LDS church archives
mcalister
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john nicholson and douglas A swan to george teasdale 24 september
1888 duncan M mcallister papers LDS church archives
2
douglas A swan to duncan M mcallister 8 october 1888 duncan
M mcallister papers LDS church archives
22 22deseret
deseret evening news 5 january 1892
231n
in pioneer days mormon settlers were called by the church as missionaries not only to preach the gospel but also to do a variety of tasks associated
20john

with building the kingdom the establishment of many early settlements was the
result of missionary calls missionaries were called to go to the gold fields collect
rags during paper shortages open iron mines in southern utah and promote the
churche youth program and sunday school people were even called though
churchs
not officially as missionaries to study art in europe and to become educated in
other fields in the better schools of the united states As would be expected this
practical application of the missionary tradition found its way into the genealogmormons
Mor
mons
ical impulses of the cormons
24
franklin D richards to C M hubbard 23 november 1883 richards
letterbook richards family collection LDS church archives
letterbook
25to
to cite only a few 24 june 1885 sister amelia folsom young desired
that I1 would bless her for her journey east to assist her relatives in ohio
1I blessed her in the name of the
michigan mass and conn to get genealogy
lord 25 september 1885 took genealogy and set apart elders wesley K
walton and aubury E easton both of woodruff in utah to go and visit their
kindred to get genealogy of their ancestors in maine gave them appointments
4 may 1886 blessed elder wm wallace white of the 11 ward SL city for a
mission to visit settle up the affairs of his father lately deceased and gather up his
fathers family and their genealogy and bring them to zion 6 july 1886 set apart
louie B felt and charlotte E taylor to go to wales to search for genealogy 18
may 1887 blessed joseph bull
bulljr
buil
buli
belljr
jr for a business visit of about 3 mos to england
to get genealogies 9 march 1888 1 I1 blessed nils bengtson of 8th
ath ward and john
showlow of apache co AZ for missions to scandinavia
ludwig berg a H P from shoglow
gave them regular certificates of appointment and each of them a letter of introduction to priests teasdale and flygare stating their unusually great ages and their
objects in going to do business get genealogy and minister what they can
111he following statistics were compiled by jessie embry from missionary
26the
record 1830 1906 missionary department church library and richards
journal for further insight see jessie L embry missionaries for the dead the
story of the genealogical missionaries of the nineteenth century BYU studies
17 spring 1977 35560
355 60
17the
the profile of the 178 known missionaries as compiled by jessie embry
follows note that some figures do not add up to 178 because the full information was not always available
age under 20 1 20 30 6 30 407
40 7 4050
40 50 32 60
402
70 16 70 and over 6
6070
sex male 135 female 43
home residence utah 128 idaho 7 arizona 2
mission to great britain 90 united states and canada 51 european
continent 2

john adams wakeham autobiography john A wakeham collection
church archives
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gordon irving the law of
adoption one phase of the development of the mormon concept of salvation
byustudies
1830 1900 BYU
studies 14 spring 1974 291 314 EM 2 810
18301900
100ne
one example of a request for adoption is reflected in a letter from
president wilford woodruff to mrs mary pixton
19for
for a full discussion of this practice see

dear sister in the matter of adoption of yourself and brother pixton
day I1
today
to me as referred to by letter from president wm paxman to
I1 am quite willing to have that ordinance attended to
will say that larn
when it is convenient for me to be at the temple 1I will endeavor
to keep this matter in mind so that when I1 am at the temple and you
being also present your wishes may be granted should you hear of
my going to manu
mantl in the near future you can then be present
manti
mand

wilford woodruff to mrs mary pixton 17 november 1890 wilford woodruff
letterbooks
letterbooks LDS church archives
see irving the law of adoption 3310
31see
10
11 for examples of certain modi31011
1011
loil
loii
fications that were being made even before the announcement of president
woodruffes revelation
woodruffs
woodruff
woodruft
wilford woodruff journal 5 and 6 april 1894 wilford woodruff collecLDS church archives
tion IDS
see also journal of discourses 1912 article of faith 9
33see
34 president
woodruffs
woodruffe
woodruff
woodrufts address may be found in several places including
541 44
deseret evening news 14 april 1894 deseret weekly 21 april 1894 54144
the utah genealogical and historical magazine 13 october 1922 145 52
UGHM and james R dark
clark comp messages of the first
hereafter cited as UGHIU
oark
presidency of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1833 1964 6
vols salt lake city bookcraft 1966 3252 60
351be
35the full text of president cannons sermon may be found in UGHM
UGHU 13
april 1894
152 58 and the deseret news 14 apra
october 1922 15258
361rving
bisted
listed in his footnote
irving the law of adoption 313 see citations fisted
37
wilford woodruff to john nicholson 22 june 1888 first presidency
IDS
letterbooks
letterbooks LDS
ils church archives
31
31duncan
1893
duncan M mcallister to wilford woodruff 16 february 1892 18931
duncan M mcallister papers LDS church archives
39 39richards
IDS
richards journal 27 july 1894 richards family collection LDS
ins church
archives
see journals of wilford woodruff franklin D richards and abraham H
cannon LDS
IDS church archives for 1 november 1894
genealogical society minutes 13 november 1894 FHD richards journal
IDS
13 november 1894 richards family collection LDS
irs church archives
richards journal 13 and 14 november 1894 richards family collection
LDS
IDS
archives
irs church
13 13richards
richards journal 19 and 20 november 1894 genealogical society
minutes 20 november 1894
richards journal 21 and 22 november 1894 richards family collection
LDS
IDS
ins church archives
15 15genealogical
UGHU 25 october
genealogical society minutes 13 november 1894 UGHM
1934 164
1934164
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46

46richards
richards journal 12 and 15 november 1894 richards family collection
LDS church archives
47 47richards
richards journal 7 april 1896 richards family collection LDS church
archives
48
franklin D richards to george shorter 20 march 1896 richards letter
book richards family collection LDS church archives
49 49franklin
frankiin
franklin D richards to george shorter 31 august and 4 november
frankiln
1896 richards letterbook
letterbook
50john
john jaques to newel knight palmer 27 july 1900 genealogical society
correspondence FHD
5genealogical society minutes 15 october 1907 proposed circular letter
genealogical
deseret evening news 2 november 1907
52 52genealogical
genealogical society minutes 19 january 1895 george W willis to nellie
hawkes 19 july 1900 genealogical society correspondence FHD deseret
evening news 2 november 1907
53
53genealogical
genealogical society minutes 18 april 1896 richards journal 28 april
1899 richards family collection LDS church archives
54
genealogical society minutes 19 january 1895 28 march 1896 wm
win H
perkes to mary A thomas 8 february 1897 william willis to george mason
21 november 1900 genealogical society correspondence FHD
55 55genealogical
genealogical society minutes 18 june 1895
56
genealogical society minutes 19 november 1897 2 may 28 june and
19 july 1898
5deseret
deseret news 5 september 1896 william perkes to ebenezer bryce 28
december 1899 franklin D richards to james jack 30 april 1897 genealogical
society correspondence FHD
john nicholson george reynolds and A milton musser to the president
and board of directors of the genealogical society of utah 15 june 1897
genealogical society correspondence
henry H kinsman to john nicholson 7 october 1897 genealogical
henrs
society correspondence
6ohenry
lohenry
henry H kinsman to john nicholson 10 november 1897 genealogical
society correspondence
john nicholson george reynolds and A milton musser to the president
and board of directors of the genealogical society of utah 16 november 1897
genealogical society correspondence
deseret evening news 18 june 1898
63 63genealogical
genealogical society minutes 20 september 1898
64the
the following information is based on memoranda by henry E
christiansen temple ordinance coordinator of the genealogical department of
the church dated 21 september 1976 and 2 december 1976 located in his files
in the genealogical society office as well as miscellaneous entries in the
genealogical society minutes and the richards journal christiansen obtained
much of his information from julius Bil leters son and from his own research in
the minutes
john jaques to julius billeter 11I 11I december 1900 genealogical society
correspondence FHD
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all this is only implicit in the sketchy information available but it fits the
pattern of problems described by henry christiansen who for many years served

as supervisor of the research department of the genealogical society the record
is abundantly clear that billeter and the society had disagreements and that

money was one of the major issues involved
671n
in addition billiter built a magnificent personal file of genealogical material which he willingly placed at the disposal of the church mission office
in switzerland in 1946 in salt lake city meantime the board of directors of the
genealogical society authorized the preparation of a typed transcript of his
records to be housed in salt lake city the file was so voluminous that after two
typists had worked for two years they still had covered only about 20 percent
of the material it was estimated that it would take a total of ten years to complete
the project so the society decided in 1949 to have the records sent to salt lake
long commitment was exemplary and
lifelong
micro filming julius Billeters life
city for microfilming
through his career as a professional genealogist he made an invaluable contribution to the church
27 april 1905
deseret evening news 27apnl
19nephi
nephi anderson genealogys place in the plan of salvation UGHM 3
22
january 1912 21
2122

trs
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